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Difference in rights is qualitative, not quantitative" The rights of an

insect would be of no value to a tree or a fish.

7. Human rights do not cancel out the rights of other modes of being

to exist in their natural state. Human property rights are not absolute.

Property rights are simply a special relationship between a particu-

lar human 'bwner" and a particrrlar piece of "propertyi' so that both

might fulfill their roles in the great community of existence'

8. Since sirecies exist only in the form of individuals, rights refer to

individuals, not simply in a general way to species.

9. These rights as presented here are based on the intrinsic relations

that the various components of Earth have to each other. The planet

Earth is a single community bound together with interdependent re-

lationships. No livingbeing nourishes itself. Each component of the

Earth commun§ is immediately or mediately dependent on every

other member of the commun§ for the nourishment and assistance

it needs for its own survival. This mutual nourishment, which in-

cludes the predator-prey relationship, is integral with the role that

each component of the Earth has within the comprehensive com-

munity of existence.

ro. In a special manner, humans have not only a need for but also a

right of access to the natural world to provide for the physical needs

of humans and the wonder needed by human intelligence, the beauty

needed by human imagination, and the intimacy needed by human

emotions for personal fulf,llment.

APPENDTX 3

Editor's Afterword:
An Intellectual Bio graphy

of Thomas Bercy

7' 
flhomas Berryb intellectual journey is noteworthy for the

J breadth ofhis interests and the depth ofhis study. Berryhas

Iirl .o*bined a lifetime of immersion in the great classical civi-

,rition. of the West and Asia with a remarkable appreciation for the

otftual contributions of indigenous traditions. This careful study

i*lo*", history and religions over many years was reflected in the

cenense 
library he gathered and eventually housed at the Riverdale

n,rrter 
for Religious Research in Newyork city. some ten thousand

*,ks lined the shelves of every room, many in the original lan_

i""s.r. From the Latin texts of the church fathers, to the sanskrit

-.^s of Hinduism and Buddhism, to the chinese crassics of confu-cla

i.rrrir* and Taoism, Bery's search for an understanding ofthe guid_

,o'forces 
in the human journey was intense, persistent, and rare. He

,npht Brounding in the past as a means of reading the demands of
stupresent 

and anticipating the needs of the future. His was not a

o.ly undertaken simply for the sake of pursuing an academic career

oror 
expanding a curriculum vitae. Rather, he pursued the contours

f".um", history around the planet in order to guide humans as they

Ou: 
the immense challenges of our new millennium. He anticipated

n1.;everal 
decades the need to understand other cultures and reli-

iull, ""d 
he foresaw the environmental crisis before it loomed in

llc consclousness.

,t, frus Berry's intellectual journey provides a context for under_
rding how some of his seminal ideas arose. Before developing his
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own original thinking that identified the need for a new story for hu-
mans, Berry explored the history of human communities, from our
earliest appearance in the Neolithic period, to the rise of the Axial
Age civilizations in the sixth century rcr, through the emergence of
the scientific and industrial revolutions, to the present. Berry's study
of the human story is noteworthy not only for its broad sweep but
also for its resulting vision. His reading of the past has provided us

with a comprehensive context for finding our way into a sustainable

future.

From Human History to Earth History

It is significant to see Berryt contributions initially as those of a cul-

tural historian whose interests have spanned both Europe and Asia.

He did his graduate studies in Western history and spent several

years living in Germany after the Second World War. In addition,

he read extensively in the field of Asian religions and history. He

Iived in China the year before Mao came to powet and he published

two books on Asian religions, which are still in print (Buddhism and
Religions of India).

From this beginning as a cultural historian, Berry has moved

in the last thirty years to become a historian of the Earth. Berry sees

himself, then, not as a theologian but as a geologian. The moyement

from human history to cosmological history has been a necessary

progression for Berry. He has witnessed in his own lifetime the emer-

gence of a planetary civilization as cultures have come in contact

around the globe, often for the first time. At the same time, the very
resources for sustaining such a pl4netary civilization are being un-
dermined by massive environmental destruction.

It is out of these kinds of concerns for the future direction of
human-Earth history that Berry has developed the New Story. In-
deed, The Universe Sfory, which Berry wrote with Brian Swimme,

represents a fruitfirl convergence of his interests in both htrman his-
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tory and evolutionary history. Berry's aim is to evoke the psychic

and spiritual resources to establish a new reciprocity of humans with
the Earth and of humans to one another. As Berry has frequently
said, there can be no peace among humans without peace with the
planet. This, in short, is the intent of the New Story. The underlying
assumption is that, with a change of worldview, there will emerge an

appropriately comprehensive ethics of reverence for all life. With a

new perspective regarding our place in this extraordinary unfolding
of Earth history there will arise a renewed awareness of our role in
guiding the evolutionary process at this crucial point in history.

Historian of Wbstern Intellectual
and Cultural History

Thomas Berry began his academic career as a historian of Western

intellectual history.' His thesis at Catholic University on Giambattista
Vico's philosophy of history was published in 1951. Vico outlined his
philosophy in The New Science of the Nature of the Nations, which
was first published in t725, after some twenty years of research.' Vico
was trying to establish a science of the study of nations comparable

to what others had done for the study of nature. Thus he hoped to
make the study of history more "scientific" by focusing on the world
of human institutions and causation.

At the same time, Vico intended to demonstrate how this new
science should manifest a "rational civil theology of divine provi-
dence." In other words, Vico wished to show that providence was at

work not only in sacred historybut also in "profane" history. Conse-
quently, some kind of pattern and order are operative and discern-
ible in history. Moreover, in contrast to Descartes',concentration on
rationalization, Vico emphasized the poetic wisdom and creative
imagination needed for creating the future.

In his study, Vico used large, sweeping categories to describe
major historical periods since the time of Noah and the flood. Look-
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ing at human history from a macrophase perspective, he identified
three ages: the age ofthe gods, the age ofthe heroes, and the age of
humans. Corresponding to each age are differ.ent kinds of customs,

laws, languages, arts, and economies embracing quite distinctive cul-
tures. Moreover, in each stage a different human faculty dominates,

namely, sensation, imagination, and intellect.
In the first period, the age of the gods, a theocratic government

supported by mythology prevails. In the second period, the age of
the heroes, an aristocratic government dominates, along with class

conflict and slavery. In the third age, the age of humans, democra-

cies appear and the power of reason and human rights emerge. Vico
sees this cycle as recurring at different points in human history as we
move from myth to rationality and from savage to civilized states.

In each of these periods, the role of natural or poetic wisdom and

intuition has been crucial in founding institutions that have given

rise to the nations. Yet the movement through history is punctuated
by disintegration and dissolution. Vico called these the periods of the
"barbarism ofreflectionl'In passing through such phases ofentropy,
history moves toward a'treative barbarism of sensel'

Vico's thought has clearly been seminal for Berry. This is evident

in several areas of similar concerns, namely, the sweeping periodiza-
tion of history the notion of the barbarism of reflection, and the po-

etic wisdom and creative imagination needed to sustain civilizations.
With regard to periodization, Berry has defined four major ages in
human history: the tribal-shamanic, the traditional civilizational, the

scientific-technological, and the ecological, or Ecozoic, era. He ob-

serves that we are currently moving into the Ecozoic era, which he

feels will be characterized.by a new understanding of human-Earth
relations. Nonetheless, he acknowledges that we are in a period of
severe cultural pathology with regard to our blind yet sophisticated

technological assault on the Earth. In other words, we are in a time of
a "barbarism of reflectionl' Vico's description of people in the midst
of such a barbarism is uncannily reminiscent of contemporary West-
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ern societies: "Such people, like so many beasts, have fallen into the
custom of each man thinking onry of his own private interests and
have reached the extreme of delicacy, or better pride, in which like
wild animals they bristle and lash out at the slightest displeasure.
Thus no matter how great the throng and press of their bodies, they
live like wild beasts in a deep solitude of spirit and will.,,3

Berry says that, to extract ourselves from this cultural pathology
of alienation from one another and destruction ofthe Earth, we need
a New Story of the universe. By evoking such a deep poätic wisdom,
he feels, we may be able to create a sustainable future. He calls for
reinventing the human at the species level, which implies moving
from our cultural coding to recover our. genetic coding ofrelated-
ness to the Earth. By articulating a new mythic consciousness of our
profound connectedness to the Earth, we may be able to reverse the
self-destructive cultural tendencies we have put in motion with re-
gard to the planet.

In so doing, we will create the basis for long-range economic
and ecological sustainabiliry This is, no doubt, for Berry our best
hope for moving toward creating more equitable and just societies.
This coming together of environmental concerns with social justice
issues is at the heart of the broadened perspective of the New Story.
Without such an enlarged picture of our historical past and our plan-
etary roots, it is more difficult to chart our way into a viable future.
In the West, especially in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, in-
dividual alienation, despair, ennui, and destructiveness have spread,
along with a sense of deteriorating communal ties or ethical respon-
sibilities to the natural or human worlds.

Above all, then, the New Story provides context and perspective
for implementing the specific kinds of social, political, and economic
changes that will be needed to sustain and foster life on the planet. Its
intent is not simply to tell a story that is corflprehensive and person-
ally enriching but also to provide a basis for change. The assumption
is that, when one's woddview shifts to comprehend the interrelated-
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ness of all life, one's ethics likewise will be affected to encourage

human justice and environmental sustainability.

Influenced by Vico, then, Berry has developed a comprehen-

sive historical perspective in periodization, an understanding of the

depths of contemporary barbarism, and the need for a new mythic

wisdom to extract ourselves from our cultural pathology and alien-

ation. Berry has described contemporary alienation as being espe-

cially pervasive due to the power of the technological trance, the

myth of progress, and our own autism in relation to nature. With
the New Story and the Dream of the Earth, Berryhopes to overcome

that alienation and evoke the energies needed to create a viable and

sustainable future.

Historian of Asian Philosophy and Religion

\Atrhen Berry set out for China in 1948 on a boat leaving from San

Francisco, he met William Theodore de Bary, now considered to be

one of the premier scholars in Asian studies. De Bary was on his way

to China as the first Fulbright scholar of Chinese studies. Berry in-
tended to study language and Chinese philosophy in Beijing. Their

time in China, while fruitful, was cut short by Mao's Communist
victory in 1949. After the two scholars returned to the States, they

worked together to found the Asian Thought and Religion Seminar at

Cotrumbia University. De Bary helped to establish one of the nation's

seminal programs in Asian studies at Columbia" In addition, he su-

pervised numerous translation projects of individual texts and edited

the landmark volumes published by Columbia Univers§ Press on

the sources of Indian,'Chinese, and tapanese traditions. The friend-
ship between de Bary and Berry has lasted for more than fifty years

and has been marked by many collaborative projects and exchanges

of ideas on Asian thought.
Berry began his teaching of Asian religions at Seton Hall Uni-

versity (1956-1960) and St. John's Univers§ (1960-1965) and even-
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tually moved to Fordham University (Ig66-1979). He also offered
courses at Colurnbia, Drew University, and the University of San Di-
ego. Berry's graduate prograrn, History of Religions, at Fordham was
the only orre of its kind at a Catholic university in the Unitecl States.

It lasted f<rr some fifteen years, and at its height in the early i970s,
it attracted more students than any other dMsion in the theology
department. Its graduates are now teaching at colleges and universi-
ties throughout the United States. During these years Berry wrote
numerous arti.cles on Asian religions, in addition to two books, ßud-
dhism (1.966) and Religions of India (1971).

What was distinctive about Berry's approach was his effiort not
only to discuss the historical unfolding of the traditions being stud-
ied but also to articulate their spiritual dynamics and contemporary
significance. This made his classes and his writings on Asian reli-
gions remarkabiy stimulating and mernorable. §qually important in
his approach has been his balance in highlighting the distinctive con-
tributions of both the Western traditions and the Asian religions. In
addition, he has had a long-standing appreciation for the spirituality
of indigenous traditions in Asia and the Americas.

In a concise booklet published in tr958, Berry demonstrates the
original§ of his interpretations of the spiritual dynamics of Asian
religious thought. Titled Flve Oriental Pltilasaphie* this booklet de-

scribes the phenornenological essence ofeach tradition and outlines
its historical unfolding.a He includes Hinduism, Buddhism, Coniu-
cianism, Taoism, and Zen in his discusslons. He speaks of the need

to include Asian th,ought in textbooks on world philosophy, before

multiculturalism was fashi«rnable. His concern fcrr ernbracing plrrral-
ism and diversity of thought is eloquently expressed: "l)iversity is no
Ionger something that we tolerate" It is sornething that we esteem as

a necessary condition for a livable universe, as the source of Earth's

highest perfection. . .. To demand an undifferentiated unity would
bring human thought and history itself to an end. The splendor of
our multicultural world would be destroved."5
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In describing the original impulse of the principal Asian sys-

tems of thought, Berry succeeds in highlighting a significant dimen-

sion of their spiritual esseuce and avoiding layers of complexity that

tend to obfuscate rather than clarify. A few examples will illustrate

his phenomenological method, which he later supplemented with a

historical discussion of the development of the particular tradition.

Of Hinduism, he writes, "Hinduism is founded in a most inten-

sive experience of divine being. It is an experience of the One beyond

all Multiplicity''6
Of Buddhism, he observes, "Buddhist thought originates in an

unusual experience of the sorrows of time. No abiding real§ is here,

no lasting peace, no fit condition for human life. The first and final

wisdom is to recognize the insubstantial nature of all thingsl'z

On Confucianism, he notes, "Confucian thought originates in
the experience of an all-embracing harmony of the cosmic and hu-

man orders of reality. This intimate relationship between the cosmic

and the human is expressed and perfected in an elaborate order of

ritual and etiquette which, iü a certain manner, contains and harmo-

nizes both the cosmic and the human."8

OnTaoism, he reflects, "Taoism arises from an experience ofthe

dynamic force immanent in the universe which gives order and life

and meaning to all real§ and which in China is known as the Tao'

This experience is not radically different from that which produced

the Confucian tradition of thought, but while the Confucian schol-

ars gave their attention to the moral qualities of the Tao and to the

social and political structure ofsociety, the Thoist visionaries turned

to the contemplation of the Tao itself and the mysterious manner in

which it wrought the succession of changes in the universal order of
things."e

Of. Zen, he writes, "The total effort of Zen is to keep the intel-

lectual and cultural life of humans in a state of elemental simplic§
with all the vigor that is associated with the sPontaneous and instinc-

tive."'o
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These examples may help to illustrate the breadth of historical,
cultural, and religious perspective that Berry brings to the develop-
mertt of his idea of the New Story. He spent several decades study*
ing both \{estern and Asian intellectual history before arriving at

his comprehensive vision of the universe Story. He has appreciated
the deep spiritual impulses and devastating human suffering that
have given rise to the world's religions. From this pe'rspective he has

been able to discern what spiritual resources we need for creating a
multicultural perspective within the Earth community." Tolerance of
divers§ of religious ideas is comparable to protecting the divers§
of species in the natural world. For Berry, human divers§ and bio-
logical diversify are ofa continuous piece.

The Asian tradition that has been rnost significant to Berry's
thinking is Confucianism. He has written numerous articles on Con-
fucianism and the Chinese tradition at large. He has noted that, in
East Asia, "Confucianism provided the dominant cultural form of
the society, the basic human ideals, the political structure, the social

discipline, the educational institutions-the comprehensive style of
life."" Its influence is not lirnited to China, but has been strong in
Korea, |apan, Taiwan, Vietnam, Hong Kong, and Singapore as well.

Confucianism has been important because it emphasizes the
cosmological dynamics of the universe, in which heaven, Earth, and
humans form an interconnected triad. As Berry frequently says, for
the Chinese; the human is the "understanding heart" (hsiri) of the
universe. Thus the role of the human in harmonywith nature is criti-
cal, and the responsibility of the rulers and ministers to establish be-

nevolent government is essential.

As humans cultivate themselves, they begin to affect the larger
social and political order. At the heart of such moral and spiritual
cultivation is education. Confucianism has an optimistic view of
human nature as essentially good and capable of self-improvement
through education. The assumption is that self-transformation of the
individual will thus result in social transformation.
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For Berry, Confucianism has had significance because of its cos-

mological concerns, its interest in self-cultivation and education, and

its cornmitment to improye the social and political order. With regard

to cosmology, Berry has identified as important the understanding of
the human as a microcosm of the cosmos. Essential to this cosmol-

ogy is a continuity of being and thus a communion between various

levels of reality*cosmic, social, and personal" This is similar to the

ideas of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, A1fred North Whitehead, and

other contemporary process thinkers.

Berry writes:

According to Confucian teaching, a mutual attraction of things for

each other functions at all levels of reality as the interior binding

force of the cosmic, social, and personal life. More than most tradi-

tions, Confucianism saw the interplay of cosmic forces as a singie

set of intercommunicating and mutually compenetrating reaiities.

These forces, whether lMng or nonliving, were so present to each

other that they could be adequately seen and understood only within

this larger complex. . . . Because of the intensity with which the Chi.

nese experienced this interior, feeling communion with the real, they

set themselves on perfecting humans themselves and the universe by

increasiag this syrnpathetic presence ofthings to each other within a

personal and social discipline, rather than by intellectual analysis and

understanding. Indeed, the Confucian ideal ofknowledge was that of

an understanding heart, rather than a thinking brain.13

Confucianism has remained, for Berry, a dynamic, vitalistic tra-
dition with important implications for current environmental phi
losophy and ethics. Berry notes, however, that there is a disparity
between theory and practice in the case of China. He recognizes t}tat

China, like many countries, has been involved in deforestation and

desertification orrer the centuries. Furthermore, the contemporary

record of China on the environment is far from ideal, especially with
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its rapid drive toward industrial.ization ancl mcdemization. None-
theless, the compretrensive cosmological frarnework of Confucian
thought can be a valuable intellectual resource in reforrnulating a

contemporary ecological cosmology with implications for environ-

mental ethics.'a

A §tudent of Indigenous Religious Traditions

In addition to having a remarkable ability to appreciate the diversity
and uniqueness of the great "world" religions, Ilerry has a Jively in-
terest in and empathy for native religions. He taught several courses

at both Irordham and Columbia on Arnerican lndiaü religions and

has publlshed a number of articles on the topic. He encouraged his

graduate students to write dissertatir:ns in this area, and several of
them have been published.'s He has been warrnly received byvarious
native groups, inclucling tribes on the northwest coast of the {Jnited

States and the Cree and Inuit Indians in northeastern Canada who

struggled against the massive ]ames Bay Mrr:electric prt{ect. He

has also spent time with the Tboli people in Mindinao in the south-

ern Philippines.

Berry's appreci.ation fbr native traditions and for the richness of
their mythic, symholic, and ritual life was enhanced by his encounters

with the ideas of Carl Jung and Mircea Eliade. lung's understanding

of the collective unconscious, his reflections on the power r:f arche-

typal symbols, and his sensitivity to religious processes made him an

important influence on Berry's thinking" Moreover, Mircea ßliade's

studies in the history of religions have treen enorrnously useful in Ber-

ry's understanding of both Asian arrd native traditions. This is due in
large part tr: Eliade's ability to interpret the broad patterns of meaning

embedded in comparable symbols and rituais across cultures.

Within this larger framework of interpretive categories, then,

Berry is able to articulate the special f'eeling in native traditions for
the sacredness of the land, tFre seasons, and the animal, bird, and
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fish life. He understood that native peoples respect Creation because

they honor the Creator. They have a detip reverence for the gift of all

life and for the human's dependency on nature to sustain life. They

have perfected some of the ancient techniques of shamanism, such as

ritual fasting and prayer, to call on the Powers in nature for personal

healing and communal strength. Th.y have cultivated an abil§ to
use resources without abusing them and to recognize the importance

of living lightly on the Earth. This is not to say that native peoples

have been the ideal ecologists, however. As in the Chinese case, abus-

es certainlyhave occurred. But, for Berry these two traditions (Con-

fucian and Native American) remain central to the creation of a new

ecological sensibility for our times.

The first peoples, then, are not merely to be romanticized or ide-

alized as a segment of the past. Rather, their way of life may have

much to teach us as we are learning, rather painfully, the limits of
natural resources and the consequences of mindless growth. In de-

veloping a spiritual§ of the Earth as part of the New Story, Berry

suggests we will be returning to examine the rich symbols and ritu-
als in the Native American religions. The principal question will no

doubt be how to appreciate and understand these symbols and not

simply appropriate them as some New Age groups have sometimes

unwittingly done.

The Influence of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin

In formulating his idea of the New Story, Berry is much indebted to

the thought of the French |esuit and paleontologist Pierre Teilhard de

Chardin (1S81-1955). In particular, Berryhas derived from Teilhard
(and from other writers, such as Loren Eiseley) an enormous appre-

ciation for developmental time, As Berry has frequently noted, since

Charles Darwin's Ori§n of Species was published in 1859 we have

become aware of the universe not simply as a static cosmos but as

an unfolding cosmogenesis. The theory of evolution provides a dis-
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tinctive realization of change and developrnent in the uuivclr;t' ,rrr,l

the Earth that resituates us in a huge sweep of geological tinrr.. Wrrlr
regard to developmental time, Teilhard suggested that the wlrok. I'rr
spective of evolution changes our understanding of ourselvcs in tlrr
universe. He writes, "For our age to have become conscious of cv,rlrr

tion means something very different from and much more than huv

ing discovered one further fact. . . . It means (as happens with a chiltl
when he acquires the sense of perspective) that we have become alivc
to a new dimension. The idea of evolution is not, as sometimes sairi,

a mere hypothesis, but a condition of all experience."'6 For Berry the

New Story is the primary contexi för understanding the immensity
of cosmogenesis. It is similar to what Loren Eise§ refers to as 'the
immense journey" or "the firmament of time."'7

From Teilhard, Berry has also derived an understanding ofthe
psychic-physical character of the unfolding universe. This implies that
if there is consciousness in the human, and if humans have evolved

from the Earth, then from the beginning some form of consciousness

or interiority has been present in the process of evolution. Matten for
both Teilhard and Berry, is not simply dead or inert but is a numi-
nous reality consisting of both a physical and a spiritual dimension.
Consciousness, then, is an intrinsic part of reality and is the thread
that links all life-forms. There are various forms of consciousness,

and, in the human, self-consciousness or reflective thought arises.

Berry has also obtained from Teilhard an appreciation for his
law of complexity-consciousness. This suggests that, as things evolve

from simpler to more complex organisms, consciousness also increas-

es. Ultimately self-consciousness or reflection emerges in the human
order. The human as a highly complex rnamrnal is distinguished by
this capacity for reflection. This gives humans a special role in the
evolutionary process. We are part of, not apart from, the Earth.

For Teilhard and for Berry, then, the perspective of evolution
provides the most comprehensive context for understanding the
human phenomenon in relation to other life-f«:rms. For Berry this
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implies that we are one species among others, and as self-reflective

beings rve need to understand our particular responsibility for the

continuation of the evolutionary process. We have reached a juncture

w.here we are realizing that we wili determine which life-forms will
survive and which will become extinct. We have becorne co-creators

as we have become conscious of our role in this extraordinary, irre-

versible developmental sequence of the emergence of life-forms.

Yet Berry has also critiqued Teilhard's overly optimistic view of
progress and his apparent lack of concern for the devastating effect

that industrial processes were having on fragile ecosystems. He has

pointed out that Teilhard was heir to a Western mode of thinking

that saw the human as capable of controlling the natural world, usu-

ally through science and technology. Teilhard's challenge to "build

the Earth" reflects some of the unrestrained optimism of humans

whose faith in science and technology had no bounds. This overly

anthropocentric and blindly optimistic view is something Berry has

frequently critiqued.

In addition, Berry has noted Teilhard's surprising lack of ap-

preciation for Asian religions and indigenous traditions despite his

long residence and extensive travel in Asia. His attachment to the

unique revelation of Christianity and his criticism of Asian religions

as static reflects the contemporary theology of his times. This lack of

appreciation may also be explained as the absence of the opportunity

for communication with Chinese scholars of traditional Chinese re-

ligions while he resided in Beijing. This may have been the result of
language barriers, wartime constraints,or lack of time or interest due

to other scholarly eommitments.

Berry has been much more inclusive in terms of the study of
human cultural history and world religions, while Teiihard focused

on Earth and universe history. These two approaches have come

together in the book Berry coauthored with the mathematical cos-

mologist Brian Swimme, The Ilniverse Story.'8 Here for the first time

is the narration ofthe story ofthe evolution ofthe solar system and
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the Earth along with the story of the evolution of the human and of
human societies and cultures. While not claiming to be definitive,or
exhaustive, The Universe StorT sets forth a rnodel for the telling of
a common creation story. It marks a new era of self-reflection for
humans, one that Berry has described as the "ecological age" or the

beginning of the "Ecozoic agel'tr

In telling the story of evolution, Berry has also tried to keep his
language not exclusively Christocentric as Teilhard did. Berry's in-
tent has been to appeal not simply to the Christian cornrnun§ but
beyond. He is aware of the barriers theological language sometimes

createi in the secular world, particularly among environmentalists
and people of different religious commitments. He hopes to appeal to
a wide variety of individuals who are responsive to the paradigm shift
in worldviews that is beginning to take shape in human conscious-

ness. It is a shift that transcends religious or national boundaries and
helps to create the common grounds for the emergence of an Earth

community.

The Origin and Significance of the New Story

Berry's ideas on the New Story began in the ear§ 1970s, as he pon-
dered the magnitude of the social, political, and economic problems

the human community was facing. His articulation of the need for a

new orientation was motivated by his deep concern about the almost

suicidal path ofhumans in their destruction of the Earth and in their
violence and indifference to one another. The need for a New Story,

or a functional cosmology, then, arose not as an abstract idea, but
as a response to the sufferings of humans in a universe where they
saw themselves as deeply alienated"'o This alienation wäs, no doubt, a
particular experience of the West in the postwar years as expressed in
existentialist philosophy, the death-of-God theology, and the theater
of the absurd. Nonetheless, alienation, ennui, ancl disaffection have
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the present. In fact, in our own time the split between the creationists

and the evolutionists has been heated. However, there is also emerg-

ing a new dialogue between science and religion that is attempting to

overcome this dichotomY.

With the spread of the plague in Europe, there arose a need for

the intervention of supernatural forces to mitigate the awesome pow-

er of death. Becauseof the vast numbers of people who died (betwecn

one-third and one-half of the population), Christianity embracccl l
strong redernption-oriented theology. To be redeemed and saved 0rrl

of this world of suffering was the hope heid up to all believers. 'lir lrr

assisted in this redemption from suffering by the power of christls

suffering and death was the airn of the Christian message. Sotnct lr i Irli

was lost in this exclusive focus on redemption. creation thcololly

was subsumed under redemption theology. As Berry writes, "'llrr'

prinrary doctrine of the Christian creed, belief in a personal c rt'it I tv,'

principle, became increasingly less important in its functionirl r,,1,'

Cosmology vras not of any particular significanceJ"' Berry tl'tttt'"

that the christian story is a theological story of redemption. ll is tr,,

longer the story of the Earth or the integral story of humankirr'1 "
On the other hand, the scientific, secular community sottliltl l"

remedy the terror of natural everrts by studying the processcrs oI I I r ''

Earth itsell 'rather than by seeking supernatural interventiort. 'I 
I r r t'

studied the heavens and the Earth with the aid of the telesc«tPt' ,ttt,l

microscope. The scientific endeavor \^/as aided by the eigltlt'r'rrtlr

century Enlightenment philosophers' celebration of reason il, rt I I I r r

sociologists' articulation of the progress of the human t]littrl llr,

biological understanding of develoPment at thre time, ,6,'[i1'11 lrr'1r,rrr

in the nineteenth century, was a significant addition to this' ll it I r{ r\r'

being completed by the astronomers' and physicists' €xplot itl torr,'l

the expanding universe.

The significance of the sense of developmental time hrr llrr' [ ], ,,

Storyshould be hlgh-lighted. The Copernican revotrution cltatrf i" l 
' " 

r 
'

whole sense of our spatial orientation in the univer§e. N«r lot|1"1,'t r.',,',

spread to other parts of the world along with growing industrializa-

tion and commercialization' Berry's New Story provides an- imnol;

tant antidote to thi§ disillusionmt"t u"d despair' It creates' above all'

a new context fo' 
"o"""titon' 

for purPose' for action' It is an idea

with direct impti.atio"sät pt"-a*g the human energy needed for

fositive social, political, and economic change'

Berry first pubtished The New Story ln 1978 as the inaugural

booklet inthe Teilhard Studiesseries' It was published again nearly a

decade rater by cron cuolrnfs. It was revised slightly for its publica-

tion in the Dream of the Earthin 1988' Berry originally subtitled the

work "Comments on the Origin' Identification' and Transmissidn

of Valuesl' The story, ttt"rr, i* intended to be a new orientation and

perspective that proviJet ' mo'"lbasis for action' In other words' it

is seen as a comprehensive basis for nurturing reciprocity- bty":n

humans and for fostering reverence betweel humans and the Earth'

Berry opens f i' "'":yUy 
oUserving' "'W-e are in between storiesl'

He notes how the 
"ld 

;;;;"s functional "It shaped our emotional

attitudes, provided us with life purpose ' energized action' It ii-
secrated suffering, integrated to-*t"agt' guided educationl"' This

conrexr of meaning p.oid"d by the old §tory is no longer onelatiye.

Some people huve tu'ned to Ntw Age practices or to religious funda-

mentalism for orientation and direction' However' he feels neither of

these directions will ultimatelybe satisfying. we are confronted with

äy.forr"tiorrufism in both religious communities and secular societ-

ies. Berry Proposes a new stoiy of how tngt carne to be' where we

are now, and how o'" f"'** fti*re can be given some meaningful

direction' In losing oo' dituttio"' we have lost our values and orien'

tation for human uttio"' This is what the New Story can provide'

Berry cites 
'f'" 

pt'ita of the BlackDeath of the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries as a watershed in the development of Western

thought. On the one hand' there arose the believing redemptiott

community, while on the other there emerged the scientific commu-

nity. The division Utt*ttn these two has remained strong down ttr
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the Earth considered the center of reality. In a similar manner, the

Darwinian revolution is altering our sense of time. For the first time
it is dawning on human consciousness that the Earth is part of an

irreversible developmental sequence of time, In other words, life has

evolved from less complex to more complex forms. Species did not
always exist as they are now; they are derived from eady life-forms.
As Berry writes, "The Earth in all its parts, especially in its life forms,
was in a state of continuing transformation."'a This is the first im-
plication of the New.Story: we live not simply in a cosmos but in a

cosmogenesis.

Second, as this real§ of developmental time begins to dawn on
the human community (although it is still fiercely resisted by cre-

ationists), a realization of the subjective communion of the human
with the Earth likewise begins to be felt. As Berry expresses it, "The
human emerges not only as an earthling, but also as a worldling. We

bear the universe in our beings as the universe bears us in its being.
The two haye a total presence to each other and to that deeper mys-
tery out of which both the universe and ourselves have emergedl"5
This subjective presence of things to one another is one of the most
distinctive features of Berry's thought. InThe Divine Milieu, Teilhard
writes of this iqterior attraction of things: "In the Divine Milieu all
the elements of the universe touch each other by that which is most
inward and ultimate in theml''6 Berry has suggested that the impor-
tance of the awareness of the subjective dimension of the universe
story cannot be underestimated. Indged, he writes, "The real§ and
value of the interior subjective numinous aspect of the entire cosmic

order is being appreciated as the basic condition in which the story
makes any sense at alll"7

Berry states, then, that to communicate values within this new
frame of reference of the Earth story we need to identifr the basic
principles of the universe process itself. These are the primordial
intentions of the universe toward differentiation, subjectivity, and
communion. Diferentiation refers to the extraordinary variety and

distinctiveness of everything in trre universe. No two things 1r.c ( r lr l

pletely alike. Subjectivity is the interior numinous componcrrt 1,,,..
ent in all reality, also called consciousness. com.munion is thc irlrlrrty
to relate to other people and things due to the presence ofsubjecr i v i I y
and difference. Together these create the grounds for the inncr rrt
traction of things for one another. These are principres that can rrr,
come the basis of a more comprehensive ecorogical and sociar ethit r
that sees the human community as dependent upon ancr interactivr,
with the Earth community. only such a perspective can result in tht,
survival of both humans and the Earth. As Berry has stated,, humans
and the Earth will go into the future as one single multiform event,
or we will not go into the future at all.

Berry closes his essay,.The New Story,, with a powerful passage
evoking a confidence in the future despite the tragedies of the pres_
ent. He writes:
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If the dynamics of the universe from the beginning shaped the course
of the heavens, tighted the sun, and formed the Earth, if this same
dynamism brought forth the continents and seas and atmosphere, if
it awakened life in the primordial cell and then brought into being
the unnumbered variety of living beings, and finally brought us into
being and guided us safely through the turbulent centuries, there is
reason to believe that this same guiding process is precisely what has
awakened in us our present understanding ofourselves and our rela_
tion to this otupendous process. sensitized to such guidance from the
very structure and functioning of the universe, we can have confi_
dence in the future that awaits the human ve[ture.28

This then is Berry's New story, born out of his earry inteilectual
formation as a cultural historian of the west and his later exproration
of Asian religions and indigenous traditions, and finafly culminating,
in the study of the scientific story of the universe itserf. It is a story j
personal evolution against the background of cosmic evolution. it is
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the story of one person's intellectual history in relation to Earth his-

tory. It is the story of all our histories in conjunction with planetary

history. Berry's journey points toward the universe story that awaits

new tellings, new chapters, and ever-deeper confidence in the beauty

iurd mystery of its unfolding.
* Mary Evelyn Tucker
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